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Kongsberg Digital: KONGSBERG chosen
to support Royal Australian Navy Bridge
Simulator Expansion

• Kongsberg Digital to support Main Bridge relocation & Projection
systems upgrade

• Meeting demand from increasing number of Navy trainees with two
new bridge simulators

Kongsberg, Norway, 22nd November 2016 – The Royal Australian Navy (RAN)
is expanding its maritime simulator facility at HMAS Watson, Sydney with the



addition of new KONGSBERG ship-handling and navigation simulators and
the integration of a new visual display system for its existing bridge
simulator. The expansion has been established under the current support
contract between KONGSBERG and RAN, in order to provide capacity to meet
current and increasing demands for training.

Kongsberg Digital, the new KONGSBERG Group division dedicated to
delivering next generation software and digital solutions, including maritime
simulators, will deliver a new stand-alone Full Mission ship’s bridge
simulator, and a Part Mission bridge simulator based on its established and
proven K-Sim Polaris simulator platform. Both systems will have the same
functionality as the RAN’s existing bridge simulators at HMAS Watson
allowing for cost-effective and straightforward integration into high quality
training programmes for Australian Navy personnel.

In parallel to the delivery of new bridge simulators, KONGSBERG will also
adapt the existing full mission bridge simulator – which is being relocated
within the HMAS Watson facility – using new visual display technology. The
simulator will be upgraded from a projector based system to the same LED
screens that the RAN’s new Polaris simulators will use to deliver highly
realistic visual scenes.

“KONGSBERG’s selection for the HMAS Watson expansion is based on its ability to
meet the RAN’s training needs with advanced bridge simulator technology,” said
Lieutenant Commander Ben Wellfare, RAN Officer-in-Charge Bridge Training
Faculty. “Kongsberg Digital’s commitment to the stability and capabilities of the
K-Sim Polaris simulator platform provides the confidence for us to ensure we can
continue providing high quality simulator training to a growing number of
individual and team training commitments.”

The K-Sim Polaris simulator platform has been developed over 20 years and
is recognised as one of the most advanced maritime bridge simulators
available today. Kongsberg Digital continues to support and deliver K-Sim
Polaris in parallel to its new bridge simulator technology, K-Sim Navigation.
K-Sim Polaris and K-Sim Navigation together with KONSBERG’s other K-Sim
products, are installed at more than 700 maritime training centres and
colleges worldwide.

“K-Sim Polaris simulators are extremely reliable and have proven to meet the
RAN’s exacting requirements over many years of use,” said Tone-Merete Hansen,



Global Sales Manager, Kongsberg Digital. “This delivery will meet the
immediate demand of an increased number of trainees in HMAS Watson, and will
enable RAN to make the most out of its investment in simulator models,
databases and development of Naval functionality for the Polaris simulator
platform.”
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About Kongsberg Digital

Kongsberg Digital is a provider of next generation software and digital
solutions to customers within maritime, oil & gas and renewables & utilities.
The company consists of more than 500 software experts with leading



competence within internet of things, smart data, artificial intelligence,
maritime simulation, automation and autonomous operations. Kongsberg
Digital is the group wide centre of digital expertise for KONGSBERG.

Since July 2016, Kongsberg Digital has become the parent organisation for
staff, products and expertise of the former Kongsberg Oil & Gas Technologies
organisation and the maritime simulation department of Kongsberg Maritime.
Kongsberg Digital is also the driving force behind the Kongsberg Information
Management System (K-IMS), a future looking open platform for vessel
management and operation, offering full integration of sensors and systems
for smart data and decision support. K-IMS is the bridge between offshore
marine systems and onshore business enterprises.
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